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What HB 1375  Does

• Requires the Motor Vehicle Administration to teach the responsibilities that 
one has when they are stopped by the police 

• Requires the Motor Vehicle Administration to teach the rights that someone 
has when they are stopped by the police

• Codifies what students should know when they are stopped by an officer of 
the law



Current MD Drivers 
Manual

• The Maryland Driver’s Manual 
states what to do if your are 
stopped by a police officer

• Pull over, turn off the car, and 
keep your hands where the officer 
can see them

• But then what? Young drivers 
need to know not only their 
responsibilities, but also their 
rights if they are stopped



Why HB 1375 is Important

• In a world where police and public relations can be strained, an important key to mitigate 
potential issues is to teach people what their rights and responsibilities are when they are 
stopped. 

• Drivers need to know their part to avoid conflict with the officer

• In 2015, police stops resulted in the deaths of more than 100 people, including 6 officers. Of 
these 15 were in Maryland

• “The two most dangerous things that an officer can undertake are responding to a 
domestic violence complaint and stopping a car.”

• The combination of jumpy drivers and anxious drivers means that traffic stops are often 
one miscalculation away from disaster

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/a-disproportionate-number-of-black-victims-in-fatal-traffic-stops/2015/12/24/c29717e2-a344-11e5-9c4e-be37f66848bb_story.html?utm_term=.61eeb15feeaa; 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/police-shootings/



Drivers Need to Know

• Drivers need to know that it is their responsibility to act 
respectfully, to keep their hands in plain sight, and to stay in their 
vehicle

• Drivers also need to know that they have the right not to 
incriminate themselves, and to refuse a search



Example Why this Bill is Needed
Deven Guilford

• In 2015, in Lansing, Michigan a 17 year old white male, Deven Guilford, 
argued with Officer Frost and refused to produce his driver’s license

• After being ordered out of the car Guilford continued to argue with police, 
the situation escalated to the point where Frost used his stun gun on 
Guildford. The scuffle continued and Frost shot Guilford

• In 2017, the Guilford’s family settled a wrongful death lawsuit for $2.4 
million

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/a-disproportionate-number-of-black-victims-in-fatal-traffic-stops/2015/12/24/c29717e2-a344-11e5-9c4e-be37f66848bb_story.html?utm_term=.61eeb15feeaa; 
https://www.lansingstatejournal.com/story/news/local/2017/11/30/2-4-m-settlement-reached-fatal-shooting-deven-guilford/881662001/



Tyrone West

• In 2013, in Baltimore, Tyrone West was shot and killed by officers during a 
traffic stop

• The police and witnesses claimed he fought with officers, while West’s 
family says officers used excessive force

• Though an independent review ruled tat the officers did not use excessive 
force, the family still settled a wrongful death lawsuit for $1 million

http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-west-settlement-20170726-story.html



I-68 Traffic Stop Searches

• I recently witnessed police on I-68 stopping young drivers and searching 
their vehicles 

• Because this happened numerous times in one day, I believe many officers 
were obtaining consent to search a vehicle because the drivers did not know 
they could refuse a search

• Young drivers do not know that they are allowed to refuse a search, they 
need to be taught how to refuse a search and act with respect and courtesy



What other states have done

• In 2017, the Virginia General Assembly passed similar legislation that 
required the Department of Motor Vehicles to codify what to do when one is 
pulled over

• Their argument: “It might be in the book, but it’s not in the code.”

• In Alaska and Arkansas, focus has turned to training materials such as 
testing the rights and responsibilities of drivers

• Louisiana, North Carolina, and Texas also passed legislation

"Traffic Stop 101," State Legislatures, September 2017 p.10



Consequences of Not Teaching Traffic Stop 101

• If students are not being prepared for the inevitable traffic stop they may be 
putting themselves and/or officers at risk of causing a situation to escalate

• Students must be prepared for the traffic stop so that they do not let their 
fear cause a potentially deadly situation



Please vote favorably on Hb 1375

Questions?


